
Dolphin Pups- Tips 

Hesitant Swimmers 

If your toddler is new to swim lessons or the pool in general there may be some initial anxiety or fears. 

It's okay! Our instructors are trained to acknowledge the hesitation and fears, but to try and turn it to 

fun through play and songs. We have several tricks we try to employ to make sure your toddler is 

comfortable in the pool and with the instructor. Also getting as much exposure to pools will help 

increase familiarity and calm nerves. 

 

Fearless Swimmers 

If your toddler is fearless and loves running into the water, that is great! However, they can sometimes 

be too fearless and not realize they still need an adults help. Your toddler will be encouraged to try new 

skills, but too also learn water safety. Such as... 

 

1) Waiting to enter the pool with verbal cue from adult. 

       -This will help establish boundaries and respect for the water. 

  

2) When they jump off the stairs or platform, they will go underwater, with or without a cue.  

       -This will help swimmers realize pool depth and if they walk off of the stairs or platform they need to 

take  breath.  

 

3) Also if a swimmer falls or bounces off of the stairs or platform. Your instructor will help turn them 

around and swim back to the stair or platform.  

      -This will help your swimmer learn to turn around and swim back if they happen to fall off. If the 

instructor is to just pick them up, there is a learned response created that when they fall off they will 

know to turn around and swim back to safety.** 

 

**With any learned behavior if it is not practiced it can easily be forgotten. There should always be a 

responsible person watching any swimmer near or in an aquatic environment.** 

 

 

 

 

 


